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Editorial

End fearmongering now
Let’s say, for a moment, that Grant County had
a sizable population of people who practiced the
Muslim faith. In this imaginary world, we all live
and work among these folks — they’re our friends,
our neighbors, they hold office and are the backbone
of any number of community organizations. These
folks are just like us, save for their Muslim faith,
and have lived here for generations, with family
roots that go back further than most.
Now let’s imagine that elsewhere in the country, a
group of militants who share one thing with our neighbors — their religion — disrupted a community and
made headlines around the globe. Schools were closed,
public meetings were canceled, and a shadow of fear
about potential armed violence fell upon this rural
community. It’s hard to do, I know, but bear with us.
Immediately afterward, a couple of community
organizations here plan an event demanding to know if
the fact that there are some Muslims here means that our
community will be the next to suffer a disruption — and
what our plans are to deal with such an eventuality.
Somehow, the folks who last week were our
friends and neighbors have become an “other” that
we must fortify ourselves against. What if they invite
their radical counterparts here? What if we’re next?
What about the children?
In this alternate reality, this newspaper would
rightly decry that kind of fearmongering — scapegoating and stereotyping a segment of this community on the basis of something some barely-related
group of people did elsewhere. We expect that most
of Grant County would join us in that condemnation, because this is a tight-knit place that knows
and trusts its neighbors — the kind of trust built and
nurtured over generations.
We have our problems, sure, but we know how
to come together and solve them when it counts.
Tonight, back in the real world, the Gila Resources Information Project and Gila/Mimbres
Community Radio are holding a “community conversation” around the question “Will Silver City be
the Next Burns, Oregon?”
Should Grant County be prepared for emergencies of all sorts? Absolutely — and we are.
Should we constantly work to better know our
neighbors, especially those with different backgrounds and beliefs? You bet.
But what we should not do is sow seeds of mistrust and suspicion under the guise of “awareness.”
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Last week, Attorney General
Hector Balderas announced that
he had cleared 10 providers of
behavioral health care services of
any criminal wrongdoing. Both
politically and legally, this latest
announcement gives new legs to an
issue that took root more than two
years ago and shows no signs of
going away anytime soon.
First, let’s recall how we got here:
Back in 2013, Gov. Susana Martinez created a firestorm by freezing out funds for 15 New Mexico
companies that provide services to
people with mental illnesses and
disabilities, replacing the services
the companies were providing with
those of five handpicked Arizona
firms instead.
The Martinez administration said
it was acting on an audit’s findings
that rampant Medicaid overbilling,
to the tune of about $34 million, was
taking place — or so the administration alleged; the audit report was
not released to the public or to the
accused providers.
The Department of Human Services shakeup resulted in Attorney
General’s Office investigations
into the allegations of wrongdoing.
Gary King, a Democrat, was AG
at the time and his office’s probes
continued into 2014, when he ran
against Martinez for governor. For
whatever reason, King didn’t use
the issue very aggressively in his
campaign, and Martinez sailed
through to re-election.
Moreover, Balderas, who was state
auditor at the time, looked into the
audit report itself and found that state
officials had removed a sentence stating that “no credible allegations of
fraud” had been found.
To further convolute the issue,
as the Republican Martinez was
winning a second term in office,
Balderas, a Democrat, was being
elected attorney general, so he inherited the investigations that King
had launched.
Last week’s announcement finally
wrapped up most of the AG’s Office
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Letter Policy

The Daily Press welcomes readers’ forum l
letters@scdailypress.com. Letters must be signe
As has been the newspaper’s policy for more th
cation. We prefer short letters which are typed
be rejected or considered for publication as a g
bearing multiple signatures; and those intended
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